VISION
Cebu Doctors' University envisions a
dynamic, globally-acknowledged
health and service-oriented
educational institution.

Tracks and Strands Offerings:

Academic Track


MISSION

STEM
Science, Technology, Engineering, Math

Cebu Doctors' University is
committed to produce competent,
compassionate, dedicated, sociallyaccountable, and God-centered
professionals sensitive and
responsive to local and global
challenges.



HUMSS
Humanities and Social Sciences



GAS
General Academic Strand

Tech-Voc Track

GOALS
1. Develop a holistic man capable
of answering the needs of self,
family, and society through
education and service
2. Develop in the students critical
analysis and decision making
capability through research and
experiential teaching-learning
processes
3. Instill in students a deep sense
of responsibility, sensitivity to
the finer qualities of life, and the
preservation of the Filipino
cultural heritage so they can be
partners in the development of
national goals and international
understanding
4. Provide students with an
academic atmosphere conducive
to their intellectual, moral, and
cultural development necessary
for their personal and
professional growth



Health Care Services
SALIENT FEATURES OF THE
CDU SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL














enhanced curricula and course contents that exceed
minimum standards of the Department of Education
CDU-SHS graduates automatically go straight to any
CDU college degree program without being required
to undergo any bridging program or pre-requisite
subject
highly competent teachers with LET eligibility,
masters and/or doctorate degrees
ideal student-teacher ratio to ensure quality
instruction, monitoring and evaluation
spacious classrooms dedicated for every track and
strand offering
intensive training and exposure for all CDU-SHS
students in all CebuDoc Group of Hospitals and in all
of its various commercial and industrial partners
fully
equipped
laboratories,
library
system,
swimming pool, dormitory and other facilities
a safe university campus with CCTV cameras and
24/7 security patrol
a social and academic atmosphere that integrates
every student to a life of higher learning
a university system that runs in accord with national
and international standards, and
a learning environment that caters to the demands
of all students of the new generation!

AVOID DELAYS !
AVOID UNDUE EXPENSES !
AVOID BRIDGING PROGRAMS !

Senior
High
School
CEBU DOCTORS’ UNIVERSITY

A College-Integrated
SHS Student Life

The CDU Senior High School
Basic education is vital to the pursuit of
higher education. It is therefore necessary
that students in secondary schools are
assured
of
quality
instruction
and
exposure so that they become ready and
competent to confront the challenges and
rigors of college life.
Cebu Doctors' University (CDU) will
commence the operation of its Senior High
School (SHS) effective academic year
2016-2017. Guided by its vision, mission
and goals, and utilizing its pool of highly
competent teachers and state-of-the-art
facilities, the CDU Senior High School
(Grade 11 and Grade 12) will begin
implementing its enhanced curricula
specially designed to exceed the minimum
requirements set by the Department of
Education (DepEd). Also, by setting its
curricular approaches in accord with
international standards, SHS students and
parents are assured of the quality of CDU
education
that
guarantees
global
competitiveness for all its graduates.

It is noteworthy to stress that, being primarily a
health-oriented academic institution, all CDU-SHS
subjects of whatever track or strand are directly
aligned to the demands of all CDU college degree
programs.
Therefore, CDU-SHS graduates are
assured that they will automatically be qualified to
go straight to any CDU college degree program of
their choice without the need to undergo any
bridging program or pre-requisite subject.

College readiness is one of the most
important aims of the Senior High School.
Thus, it is important that SHS students be
exposed to college activities within and
outside the walls of the university campus.
In CDU, all SHS students will have the
opportunity not only to mingle or interact
with college students but also to join in all
relevant
and
appropriate
activities,
whether co-curricular or extra-curricular,
including academic, sports and other
forms of competition. The multi-cultural
atmosphere of the university and its policy
of
non-discrimination
will
certainly
contribute to the growth and development
of every CDU senior high school student.

Contact CDU
For Information, Reservation, Enrolment or
Guidance:
With almost half a century of existence, CDU
continues to uphold a culture of proven excellence
With enables
almost ithalf
a century
of existence,
CDU
that
to produce
successful
professionals
continuesintothe
uphold
a culture
proven
excellence
working
various
fieldsofof
healthcare
and
that enables
produce
successful
other
servicesitintothe
different
corners professionals
of the world.
working in the various fields of healthcare and
other services in the different corners of the world.

CDU-SHS Office
Tel. Nos. 238-8333 or 238-8746
Locals: 8211, 8212 or 8184
Email:
cdu-shs@cebudoctorsuniversity.edu/
Web:

http://www.cebudoctorsuniversity.edu/

ENROLMENT IS GOING ON!

